STANDARD WORKSTATION OPTIONS

These options are cost-effective for the university, easily supported and allow the majority of university employees to successfully and efficiently perform their daily job duties. Cloud storage and secure file shares using box.osu.edu minimize the need for large disk space on local workstations.

**WINDOWS LAPTOP** – COST: $337.50/YEAR
- Dell Latitude 5500: Windows 10, Intel i5-8365U 1.6GHz Quad Core, 8 GB RAM
- 256 GB SSD Hard Drive, 15” Display, 4.14 lbs.,
- Dell WD19 130W USB-C Dock

**ULTRABOOK** – COST: $425/YEAR
- Dell 5300: Windows 10, Intel i5-8365 U 1.6GHz Quad Core, 8 GB RAM
- 256 GB SSD Hard Drive, 13” Touchscreen Display, ePen, 3.15 lbs., camera
- WD19 130W USB-C Dock
- Smaller screen & lightweight laptop for work on the go

**2-IN-1 SLATE** – COST: $462.50/YEAR
- Dell 7200: Windows 10, Intel i7-8665 1.9 GHz Quad Core, 16 GB RAM
- 256 GB SSD Hard Drive, 12.3” Touchscreen Display, ePen, travel keyboard, 1.8 lbs., camera
- WD15 130W USB-C Dock
- Lightweight tablet for work on the go

**WINDOWS LAPTOP (POWER USER OPTION)** – COST: $425/YEAR
- Dell Latitude 5500: Windows 10, Intel i7-8365U 1.9GHz (Up to 3.9 GHz) Quad Core, 16 GB RAM
- 512 GB SSD Hard Drive, 15” Display, 4.14 lbs., camera
- Dell WD19 130W USB-C Dock
- For those who need a large amount of memory and additional processing speed to run applications

**WINDOWS DESKTOP** – COST: $225/YEAR
- Dell Optiplex 7060 SFF: Windows 10, Intel i5-8500 3.0GHz 6 Cores, 8 GB RAM
- 256 GB Hard Drive, built-in wireless card with external antenna
- Wired keyboard and mouse
- Windows developer desktop available upon request

**MACINTOSH LAPTOP** – COST: $812.50/YEAR
- 15” MacBook Pro w/ Touch Bar: Mac OS X current version, Intel i7 2.8 GHz QC, 16 GB RAM
- 256 GB SSD Hard Drive, 15” Display, 4.02 lbs.
- Thunderbolt-3 docking station
- Wireless keyboard and mouse

**MACINTOSH DESKTOP** – COST: $500/YEAR
- 27” iMac: Intel i5 3.4 GHz, 8 GB RAM, 1 TB Fusion Hard Drive, 27” 5K Display
- Apple Wireless Keyboard
- Apple Magic Mouse

---

*Includes two 21.5” Monitors, wireless keyboard and mouse and four year warranty.*

*Macs include a four year warranty.

If the recommended workstations do not meet requirements for your job responsibilities, the IT Service Desk can work with you to explore alternatives. These alternatives may come at a higher cost.*